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Today in luxury:

LVMH fetes 2018 prize nominees

LVMH brought together the young talent nominated for its 2018 Prize on Thursday night, to present their work to the
slew of journalists, buyers, photographers and other industry professionals who are in town for Paris Fashion Week,
reports Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

What Riccardo Tisci means for Burberry

In hiring Riccardo Tisci, Burberry has tapped one of the most dynamic designers in recent times. In many ways, the
fashion landscape that we find ourselves in today was predicted by Mr. T isci, says British Vogue.

Click here to read the entire article on British Vogue

Why the Swiss luxury watch industry is dismantling business operations in America

After over a decade covering the Swiss luxury watch industry I can say one thing for sure, Americans and Swiss in
this industry will never see eye to eye on most things. A perpetually contentious relationship between those who are
responsible for producing most of the world's fine timepieces and the market most responsible for selling them has
advanced to a state where one by one, fewer and fewer Americans are actually working in the American luxury
watch sales industry an industry that by most accords is necessarily shrinking and ideally regrouping its efforts,
according to Forbes.

Click here to read the entire article on Forbes
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Jaguar's new electric SUB aims to end Tesla's luxury EV monopoly

When it introduced the Model S in 2012, Tesla created an entirely new segment in the auto industry: the luxury
electric car. It has dominated the space ever since, but now, the auto industry is catching up, and fielding rivals that
should challenge Elon Musk's monopoly, per Wired.

Click here to read the entire article on Wired
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